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Director

Radu Security Services provides safety services in Greater Vancouver from 2014.

Dorin N Radu has a background in extensive leadership management, financial and safety services with 
more than 15 years experience. 

INTRODUCTION

For those of you who don’t know Dorin N Radu, he has lived in Greater Vancouver for 29 years and 
thoroughly enjoyed his time there were he worked, studied and graduated from CDI College of Business & 
Technology with Diploma in Computer Programming and Professional Business Skills by Canadian 
designation in 2001. Dorin N Radu has been working for 9 years Director at Radu Security Services in 
Greater Vancouver proving leadership management, budgeting and financial stability in the company and 
his experience includes innovation in many areas, including strategies for more effective teamwork and 
devised strategies for improving the services and communication with Lower Mainland communities. Dorin 
N Radu can bring to Vancity not only his ideas from job experience but his general passion for expertise and 
innovation too and he is eager to contribute to an organization that values diversity.

CAREER HISTORY

Before taking over the position of Director at Radu Security Services in 2014, Dorin N Radu held the 
position of Manager at Aleggis Group (Contract with Shaw Cable) in Vancouver  for 5 years until 2006 and 
after, held the position of Financial Manager for 6 years at Elite Retail Solutions in Greater Vancouver until 
2013, we're he was successfully leading staff and responsible of budgeting, financial statements, record 
keeping, staff supervising and public relations.

BOARD SERVICE, HONORS, SPECIAL SKILLS AND EDUCATION

Dorin N Radu provided in the last 3 years Voluntary Work for Greater Vancouver Summer Festivals and 
Special Events (European, Asian, African etc.) were he was in charge to organize, train and lead volunteer 
orientation sessions for volunteers to provide safety services for Greater Vancouver Communities.

At the same time Dorin N Radu speak fluently English and Romanian.


